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At Fender, we live and breathe electric instruments. We never rest—pushing craftsmanship to its limits, we design, test 
and endlessly experiment to create the best instruments on the planet. Built in Corona, CA, the American Professional 
Series is for players who are constantly pushing their artistic boundaries.

Fender’s American-made instruments are the standards by which all others are judged. As musical styles evolve, driven 
by visionary artists, Fender is, and has always been, at the heart of it—crafting premium instruments to unlock every 
player’s creative potential.
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NEW PICKUPS
Simply put, pickups are the heart and soul of an electric instrument’s voice. The American 
Professional series features our newest pickup offering: V-Mod single-coil pickups. 
Updated versions of our classic designs, modified for modern performance, V-Mod 
pickups are packed with authentic Fender tone. V-Mod pickups, and the newly redesigned 
ShawBucker™ humbucking pickups are voiced specifically for each position, bringing out 
the nuances of your playing.

NEW MODELS
We’re excited to add three new models to the American Professional Series: the Tele® 
Deluxe, Jazzmaster® and Jaguar® guitars. The left-of-center Jazzmaster and Jaguar models 
are particularly prized for their unique style, feel and flexible control schemes.

NEW COLORS
Three new colors—Sonic Gray, Mystic Seafoam, Antique Olive—are joined by the revival of 
a true classic, our instantly recognizable Butterscotch Blonde (available only on Tele models).

AND MORE…

2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES

KEY STORIES
2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES

CORE PRODUCT
DIFFERENTIATION

GUITARS
•New modern “Deep C” neck profile
•Narrow-tall frets
•Treble-bleed circuit
•Bone nut
•Includes Elite Molded hardshell case
•Redesigned bridge with modified posts, brass    

  Mustang saddles and screw-in arm (Jazzmaster 
  and Jaguar models)

•New nickel-silver pickup claw (Jaguar model)
• Four-way pickup switch/pickup phase switch

   (Jaguar model)
•Pop-in tremolo arm (Stratocaster models)
•New bridge with compensated brass barrel 

  saddles and redesigned bridge cover
  (Telecaster models)

NECK SHAPE

TUNERS

HEADSTOCK

FRETBOARD RADIUS

FRETS

TRUSS ROD

PICKUPS

BRIDGE

NUT

NECK JOINT

BODY CONSTRUCTION

CASE/BAG

MODERN C

STAGGERED MODERN

SMALL/CLASSIC

9.5”

MEDIUM JUMBO

BIFLEX DUAL ADJUST

CUSTOM SHOP

AM STD 2 POINT

SYNTHETIC BONE

4 BOLT/MICRO TILT

24 PC

MOLDED CASE

NEW “DEEP C” SHAPE

STAGGERED MODERN

SMALL/CLASSIC

9.5”

NARROWTALL

BIFLEX DUAL ADJUST

NEW VMOD / NEW SHAW

AM STD 2 POINT W/ POPIN ARM

GENUINE BONE

4 BOLT/MICRO TILT

24 PC

ELITE MOLDED CASE

BASSES
•Narrow-tall frets
•Fluted-shaft tuning machines 
•Bone nut
•Posiflex™ graphite rods 
•’63 P Bass neck profile (Precision   

  Bass models)
•New “Thin C”-shaped neck profile  

  (Jazz Bass models)

AM STANDARD AM PROFESSIONAL
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AMERICAN PRO 
STRATOCASTER®

AMERICAN PRO 
STRATOCASTER®  

HH SHAWBUCKER™

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst, Olympic White, Black, 

Sienna Sunburst, Sonic Grey, Antique Olive

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst, Olympic White, Black, 

Sienna Sunburst, Sonic Grey, Antique Olive

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst, Olympic White, Black

AMERICAN PRO 
STRATOCASTER® 

LEFTHAND

AMERICAN PRO 
STRATOCASTER®

HSS SHAWBUCKER™

2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst, Olympic White, Black, 

Sonic Grey, Antique Olive,    

V-Mod Pickups
V-Mod Stratocaster pickups are engineered using a proprietary blend of alnico 
magnet types for the neck and middle pickups. Each pickup is voiced specifically 
for its position, creating high-output tone with vintage warmth and the crisp, clear 
sound that made Fender a legend.

New “Deep C” Neck Profile
Designed for comfort and speed, the new American Professional “Deep C” neck 
profile sports more substantial shoulders—somewhat between a “Modern C”- 
and “U”-shaped profile. The increased mass and altered geometry creates a 
more natural feel that’s perfect for chord and single-note playing alike.

Narrow-Tall Frets 
Narrow-tall frets are taller and narrower than their medium jumbo cousins, 
making them especially effective for bending notes and playing chords up the 
neck with perfect intonation.

Pop-In Tremolo Arm 
The new pop-in tremolo arm securely stays in position, no matter how hard you 
play. The arm tension can also be adjusted for a perfectly dialed-in feel that 
matches any player’s preference.

Treble Bleed Circuit
The treble bleed circuit maintains the high end when turning down the volume 
knob to reduce gain, letting your tone shine through, no matter where the 
instrument’s volume is set.

New Hardshell Case
The Elite Molded Case features body-hugging contours to protect your cherished 
instrument, TSA latches for increased security and nested stacking ability for easy 
storage and secure transport.

STRATOCASTER FEATURES
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BRIDGE: 2POINT SYNCHRONIZED TREMOLO WITH BENT STEEL SADDLES AND POPIN TREMOLO ARM PICKUPS: VMOD SINGLECOIL STRAT (BRIDGE/MIDDLE/NECK)

PICKUPS: SHAWBUCKER™ 2 (BRIDGE), SHAWBUCKER™ 1 (NECK) PICKUPS: SHAWBUCKER™ 1 (BRIDGE), VMOD SINGLECOIL STRAT (MIDDLE), VMOD SINGLECOIL STRAT (NECK) 11



AMERICAN PRO 
TELECASTER®

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst , Black,

Butterscotch Blonde

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst, Sonic Grey,

Black, Natural

AMERICAN PRO 
TELECASTER®

LEFTHAND

AMERICAN PRO 
TELECASTER® DELUXE  

SHAWBUCKER™

2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right):
3 Color Sunburst, Olympic White, Natural, 

Crimson Red Transparent, Sonic Grey, 2-Color 
Sunburst, Black, Natural, Butterscotch Blonde, 

Mystic Seafoam    

V-Mod Pickups
V-Mod Telecaster pickups are engineered with a proprietary blend of alnico magnet types. Each pickup is 
voiced specifically for its position, creating high-output tone with vintage warmth and the crisp, clear sound 
that made Fender a legend.

New “Deep C” Neck Profile
Designed for comfort and speed, the new American Professional “Deep C” neck profile sports more 
substantial shoulders—somewhat between a “Modern C”- and “U”-shaped profile. The increased mass and 
altered geometry creates a more natural feel that’s perfect for chord and single-note playing alike.

Narrow-Tall Frets
Narrow-tall frets are taller and narrower than their medium jumbo cousins, making them especially effective 
for bending notes and playing chords up the neck with perfect intonation.

New Bridge
The new Telecaster bridge sports three compensated brass barrel saddles for accurate intonation and 
vintage-informed tone. Combining vintage style with modern feel and performance, the redesigned “ashtray” 
cover stays out of your way, even when palm-muting.

Treble Bleed Circuit
The treble bleed circuit maintains the high end when turning down the volume knob to reduce gain, letting 
your tone shine through, no matter where the instrument’s volume is set.

New Hardshell Case
The Elite Molded Case features body-hugging contours to protect your cherished instrument, TSA latches for 
increased security and nested stacking ability for easy storage and secure transport.

TELECASTER FEATURES
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BRIDGE: 3SADDLE, STRINGSTHROUGHBODY TELE WITH COMPENSATED BRASS SADDLES, 6 SCREW MOUNTING 

WITH REMOVABLE MODERN ”ASHTRAY” BRIDGE COVER

BRIDGE: 6SADDLE STRINGSTHROUGHBODY STRAT HARDTAIL WITH BENT STEEL SADDLES

PICKUPS: SHAWBUCKER™ 2T (BRIDGE), SHAWBUCKER™ 1T (NECK)

PICKUPS: VMOD SINGLECOIL TELECASTER (BRIDGE), VMOD SINGLECOIL TELECASTER (NECK) 15



2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

V-Mod Pickups
V-Mod Jazzmaster & Jaguar pickups are voiced specifically for their positions, overwound for high-output 
tone with vintage warmth and the crisp, clear sound that made Fender a legend.

New “Deep C” Neck Profile
Designed for comfort and speed, the new American Professional “Deep C” neck profile sports more 
substantial shoulders—somewhat between a “Modern C”- and “U”-shaped profile. The increased mass and 
altered geometry creates a more natural feel that’s perfect for chord and single-note playing alike.

Narrow-Tall Frets
Narrow-tall frets are taller and narrower than their medium jumbo cousins, making them especially effective 
for bending notes and playing chords up the neck with perfect intonation.

New Bridge
Engineered for ultra-stable performance, the American Professional Jazzmaster and Jaguar bridges feature 
brass Mustang saddles and a screw-in arm. The new saddles keep the strings where they belong, even when 
the bridge is pummeled, while the new arm lets you dial-in the arm tension that’s perfect for you.

Treble Bleed Circuit
The treble bleed circuit maintains the high end when turning down the volume knob to reduce gain, letting 
your tone shine through, no matter where the instrument’s volume is set.

New Hardshell Case
The Elite Molded Case features body-hugging contours to protect your cherished instrument, TSA latches for 
increased security and nested stacking ability for easy storage and secure transport.

JAZZMASTER & JAGUAR FEATURES

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst, Olympic White,

Sonic Grey, Mystic Seafoam 

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst , Olympic White, 

Sonic Grey, Antique Olive

AMERICAN PRO 
JAZZMASTER®

AMERICAN PRO 
JAGUAR®
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BRIDGE: 9.5 INCH RADIUS JAZZMASTER/JAGUAR BRIDGE WITH VINTAGESTYLE FLOATING TREMOLO WITH 

TREMOLO LOCK BUTTON AND SCREWIN TREMOLO ARM

PICKUPS: VMOD SINGLECOIL JAZZMASTER (BRIDGE/NECK)

PICKUPS: VMOD SINGLECOIL JAGUAR (BRIDGE/NECK)
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2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

V-Mod Pickups
V-Mod Precision Bass pickups are modified versions of our classic vintage pickup designs. Packed with the 
fundamental Fender bass sound you know and love, these split-coil pickups crank out high-output tone with 
vintage warmth and the crisp, clear sound that made Fender a legend.

’63 P Bass® Neck Profile
Considered by many to be the gold standard of bass neck profiles, American Professional Precision Bass guitars 
use the ‘63 P Bass® neck profile. The satin finish on the back of the neck provides a smooth fret-hand feel.

Narrow-Tall Frets
Narrow-tall frets are taller and narrower than their medium jumbo cousins, making them especially effective 
for bending notes and playing chords up the neck with perfect intonation.

HiMass™ Vintage Bridge
Channel the early days of Fender in a thoroughly modern instrument thanks to the vintage-style HiMass bass 
bridge with single-groove saddles, offering an authentic vintage look with plenty of stability and sustain.

New Fluted Tuners
Wider at the top than the bottom, the fluted shafts force the string windings downward and keep them 
tight, resulting in a sharper and consistent break angle over the nut, creating increased sustain and better 
tuning stability.

Posiflex™ Graphite Rods
All American Professional bass necks incorporate Posiflex graphite rods to reinforce against movement that 
can occur with fluctuations the environment. Embedded beneath the fingerboard, they improve reliability on 
the road, in the studio or in your home.

New Hardshell Case
The Elite Molded Case features body-hugging contours to protect your cherished instrument, TSA latches for 
increased security and nested stacking ability for easy storage and secure transport.

PRECISION BASS FEATURES

AMERICAN PRO  
PRECISION BASS®

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst, Olympic White, Black

AMERICAN PRO  
PRECISION BASS®  

LEFTHAND

AMERICAN PRO 
PRECISION BASS® V

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 3 
Color Sunburst, Olympic White,

Black, Antique Olive   

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 3 
Color Sunburst, Olympic White,

Black, Antique Olive
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BRIDGE: 4SADDLE HIMASS™ VINTAGE (STRINGTHROUGHBODY OR TOPLOAD) PICKUPS: VMOD SPLIT SINGLECOIL PICKUP 23



AMERICAN PRO 
JAZZ BASS®

AMERICAN PRO
JAZZ BASS® V

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst , Olympic White, 

Black, Sonic Grey

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst , Olympic White, 

Black, Sonic Grey

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst, Black, Sonic Grey

FINISH OPTIONS (Shown left to right): 
3 Color Sunburst, Black, Sonic Grey

AMERICAN PRO  
JAZZ BASS®  
LEFTHAND

AMERICAN PRO  
JAZZ BASS® FRETLESS

2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

New Pickups
V-Mod Jazz Bass pickups are modified versions of our classic vintage pickup 
designs. Packed with the fundamental Fender bass sound you know and love, 
these single-coil pickups crank out high-output tone with vintage warmth and the 
crisp, clear sound that made Fender a legend.

Slim “Modern C” Neck Profile
This instrument features a modern neck designed for comfort and performance, 
with a slim, modern “C”-shaped profile (the shape of the neck in cross section), 
9.5” fingerboard radius and narrow-tall frets.

Narrow-Tall Frets 
Narrow-tall frets are taller and narrower than their medium jumbo cousins, 
making them especially effective for bending notes and playing chords up the 
neck with perfect intonation.

HiMass™ Vintage Bridge
Channel the early days of Fender in a thoroughly modern instrument thanks to 
the vintage-style HiMass bass bridge with single-groove saddles, offering an 
authentic vintage look with plenty of stability and sustain.

New Fluted Tuners
Wider at the top than the bottom, the fluted shafts force the string windings 
downward and keep them tight, resulting in a sharper and consistent break angle 
over the nut, creating increased sustain and better tuning stability.

Posiflex™ Graphite Rods
All American Professional bass necks incorporate Posiflex graphite rods to 
reinforce against movement that can occur with fluctuations the environment. 
Embedded beneath the fingerboard, they improve reliability on the road, in the 
studio or in your home.

New Hardshell Case
The Elite Molded Case features body-hugging contours to protect your cherished 
instrument, TSA latches for increased security and nested stacking ability for easy 
storage and secure transport

JAZZ BASS FEATURES
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BRIDGE: 4SADDLE HIMASS™ VINTAGE (STRINGTHROUGHBODY OR TOPLOAD) PICKUPS: VMOD SINGLECOIL JAZZ BASS (BRIDGE/NECK) 27
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2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES PRODUCT DETAILS

STRATOCASTER®

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

ften copied  but never surpassed  the 
tratocaster is arguably the world s most-loved 

electric guitar. lectrifying the music world 
since its debut in 1  its natural  versatile 
sound made the tratocaster the benchmar  
for e ceptional guitar tones. he American 
Professional tratocaster isn t a re-imagining 
of the classic design  it s the authentic original 
model  evolved.
 

he choice of musical legends since its release  
the tratocaster feel and sound set the world on 
fire  powering music movements from electric 
blues to M  and everything in-between. In 
your hands this trat is ready to navigate the 
creative twists and turns of your music  inspiring 
you to e press yourself in new ways through your 
playing.
 

eveloped by pic up master im haw  the 
brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are voiced 
specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. etain high 
end clarity when adjusting the volume controls  
than s to the new treble-bleed tone circuit that 
lets your tone shine through in all its glory. he 
new modern eep C -shaped nec  profile feels 
just right in your hand while the narrow-tall frets 
ma e it easy to bend strings accurately and play 
perfectly intonated chords.
 

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional tratocaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06   6  Ash 

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:
2-Point ynchroni ed remolo with ent teel addles and Pop-In 

remolo Arm

Pickguard:
-Ply lac  6  -Ply Mint reen 00  06  -Ply Parchment 
0   

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil trat ridge Middle ec

Pickup Switching:

-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and 
Middle Pic up  Position . Middle Pic up  Position . Middle and 

ec  Pic up  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls:
Master olume with reble- leed  one 1. ec  and Middle Pic -
ups  one 2. ridge Pic up

Control Knobs: Aged hite Plastic

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Stratocaster®

Part # Description UPC Code

011 010 00 American Pro tratocaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2

011 010 0 American Pro tratocaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 20

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

ften copied  but never surpassed  the 
tratocaster is arguably the world s most-loved 

electric guitar. lectrifying the music world 
since its debut in 1  its natural  versatile 
sound made the tratocaster the benchmar  
for e ceptional guitar tones. he American 
Professional tratocaster isn t a re-imagining 
of the classic design  it s the authentic original 
model  evolved.
 

he choice of musical legends since its release  
the tratocaster feel and sound set the world on 
fire  powering music movements from electric 
blues to M  and everything in-between. In 
your hands this trat is ready to navigate the 
creative twists and turns of your music  inspiring 
you to e press yourself in new ways through your 
playing.
 

eveloped by pic up master im haw  the 
brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are voiced 
specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. etain high 
end clarity when adjusting the volume controls  
than s to the new treble-bleed tone circuit that 
lets your tone shine through in all its glory. he 
new modern eep C -shaped nec  profile feels 
just right in your hand while the narrow-tall frets 
ma e it easy to bend strings accurately and play 
perfectly intonated chords.
 

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional tratocaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06   6  Ash 

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:
2-Point ynchroni ed remolo with ent teel addles and Pop-In 

remolo Arm

Pickguard:
-Ply lac  6  -Ply Mint reen 00  06  -Ply Parchment 
0   

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil trat ridge Middle ec

Pickup Switching:

-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and 
Middle Pic up  Position . Middle Pic up  Position . Middle and 

ec  Pic up  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls:
Master olume with reble- leed  one 1. ec  and Middle Pic -
ups  one 2. ridge Pic up

Control Knobs: Aged hite Plastic

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Stratocaster®

Part # Description UPC Code

011 010 00 American Pro tratocaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2

011 010 0 American Pro tratocaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 20

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Part # Description UPC Code

011 010 06 American Pro tratocaster  osewood Fingerboard  lac 2

011 010 American Pro tratocaster  osewood Fingerboard  ienna unburst 2 1

011 010 American Pro tratocaster  osewood Fingerboard  onic ray 0

011 010 6 American Pro tratocaster  osewood Fingerboard  Anti ue live 6 6

011 012 00 American Pro tratocaster  Maple Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2

011 012 0 American Pro tratocaster  Maple Fingerboard  lympic hite 2

011 012 06 American Pro tratocaster  Maple Fingerboard  lac 2 2

011 012 American Pro tratocaster  Maple Fingerboard  ienna unburst 2 0

011 012 American Pro tratocaster  Maple Fingerboard  onic ray 0 6

011 012 6 American Pro tratocaster  Maple Fingerboard  Anti ue live 6

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

ften copied  but never surpassed  the 
tratocaster is arguably the world s most-loved 

electric guitar. lectrifying the music world 
since its debut in 1  its natural  versatile 
sound made the tratocaster the benchmar  
for e ceptional guitar tones. he American 
Professional tratocaster isn t a re-imagining 
of the classic design  it s the authentic original 
model  evolved.

he choice of musical legends since its release  
the tratocaster feel and sound set the world on 
fire  powering music movements from electric 
blues to M  and everything in-between. In 
your hands this trat is ready to navigate the 
creative twists and turns of your music  inspiring 
you to e press yourself in new ways through your 
playing.

eveloped by pic up master im haw  the 
brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are voiced 
specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. etain high 
end clarity when adjusting the volume controls  
than s to the new treble-bleed tone circuit that 
lets your tone shine through in all its glory. he 
new modern eep C -shaped nec  profile feels 
just right in your hand while the narrow-tall frets 
ma e it easy to bend strings accurately and play 
perfectly intonated chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional tratocaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06   6  Ash 

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:
2-Point ynchroni ed remolo with ent teel addles and Pop-In

remolo Arm

Pickguard:
-Ply lac  6  -Ply Mint reen 00  06  -Ply Parchment
0   

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil trat ridge Middle ec

Pickup Switching:

-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
Middle Pic up  Position . Middle Pic up  Position . Middle and

ec  Pic up  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls:
Master olume with reble- leed  one 1. ec  and Middle Pic -
ups  one 2. ridge Pic up

Control Knobs: Aged hite Plastic

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Stratocaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 010 00 American Pro tratocaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2  1 .  .00
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2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES PRODUCT DETAILS

STRATOCASTER®  

HH  SHAWBUCKER

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

ften copied  but never surpassed  the 
tratocaster is arguably the world s most-loved 

electric guitar. lectrifying the music world 
since its release in 1  its natural  versatile 
sound made the tratocaster the benchmar  
for e ceptional guitar tones. he American 
Professional tratocaster  haw uc er isn t 
a re-imagining of the classic design  it s the 
authentic original model  evolved for today s 
players.
 

he choice of musical legends since its release  
the tratocaster feel and sound set the world 
on fire  powering music movements from roc  
n  roll to M  and everything in-between. In 
your hands this trat is ready to navigate the 
creative twists and turns of your music  inviting 
you to e press yourself in new ways through your 
playing.
 

he pair of warm  rich-sounding haw uc er 
humbuc ing pic ups are voiced specifically for 
each position  producing powerful  nuanced tones 
with original Fender sonic A. etain high 
end clarity when adjusting the volume controls  
than s to the new treble-bleed tone circuit that 
lets your tone shine through in all its glory. he 
new modern eep C -shaped nec  profile feels 
just right in your hand while the narrow-tall frets 
ma e it easy to bend strings accurately and play 
perfectly intonated chords.
 

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional tratocaster  hawbuc er is the 
latest form of electric inspiration from Fender. 

tep up and sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:
atin rethane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane ead-

stoc  Face

Fingerboard: osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:
2-Point ynchroni ed remolo with ent teel addles and Pop-In 

remolo Arm

Pickguard: -Ply Mint reen 00  06  -Ply Parchment 0   6

Pickups: hawbuc er  2 ridge  hawbuc er  1 ec

Pickup Switching:

-Position lade  Pos 1. Full ridge Pic up  Pos 2. Inside Coils of 
oth Pic ups  Pos . oth Full Pic ups  Pos . uter Coils of oth 

Pic ups  Pos . Full ec  Pic up

Controls:
Master olume with reble- leed  one 1. ec  Pic up  one 2. 

ridge Pic up

Control Knobs: Aged hite Plastic

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Stratocaster® HH Shawbucker

Part # Description UPC Code

011 0 0 00 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  osewood Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2 0

011 0 0 0 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  osewood Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 66

011 0 0 06 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  osewood Fingerboard  lac 2

011 0 0 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  osewood Fingerboard  onic ray 11

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

ften copied  but never surpassed  the 
tratocaster is arguably the world s most-loved 

electric guitar. lectrifying the music world 
since its debut in 1  its natural  versatile 
sound made the tratocaster the benchmar  
for e ceptional guitar tones. he American 
Professional tratocaster isn t a re-imagining 
of the classic design  it s the authentic original 
model  evolved.

he choice of musical legends since its release  
the tratocaster feel and sound set the world on 
fire  powering music movements from electric 
blues to M  and everything in-between. In 
your hands this trat is ready to navigate the 
creative twists and turns of your music  inspiring 
you to e press yourself in new ways through your 
playing.

eveloped by pic up master im haw  the 
brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are voiced 
specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. etain high 
end clarity when adjusting the volume controls  
than s to the new treble-bleed tone circuit that 
lets your tone shine through in all its glory. he 
new modern eep C -shaped nec  profile feels 
just right in your hand while the narrow-tall frets 
ma e it easy to bend strings accurately and play 
perfectly intonated chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional tratocaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06   6  Ash 

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:
2-Point ynchroni ed remolo with ent teel addles and Pop-In

remolo Arm

Pickguard:
-Ply lac  6  -Ply Mint reen 00  06  -Ply Parchment
0   

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil trat ridge Middle ec

Pickup Switching:

-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
Middle Pic up  Position . Middle Pic up  Position . Middle and

ec  Pic up  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls:
Master olume with reble- leed  one 1. ec  and Middle Pic -
ups  one 2. ridge Pic up

Control Knobs: Aged hite Plastic

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Stratocaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 010 00 American Pro tratocaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2  1 .  .00

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Part # Description UPC Code

011 0 0 6 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  osewood Fingerboard  Anti ue live 661
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2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES PRODUCT DETAILS

STRATOCASTER®  

HSS SHAWBUCKER

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

ften copied  but never surpassed  the 
tratocaster is arguably the world s most-loved 

electric guitar. lectrifying the music world 
since its release in 1  its natural  versatile 
sound made the tratocaster the benchmar  
for e ceptional guitar tones. he American 
Professional tratocaster  haw uc er 
isn t a re-imagining of the classic design  it s the 
authentic original model  evolved.
 

he choice of musical legends since its release  
the tratocaster feel and sound set the world 
on fire  powering music movements from roc  
n  roll to M  and everything in-between. In 
your hands this trat is ready to navigate the 
creative twists and turns of your music  inviting 
you to e press yourself in new ways through your 
playing.
 

he fat-sounding haw uc er humbuc ing bridge 
pic up is joined by tone wi ard im haw s latest 
vintage-informed design the -Mod single-coil 
pic ups. hese brand-new pic ups are voiced 
specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. etain high 
end clarity when adjusting the volume controls  
than s to the new treble-bleed tone circuit that 
lets your tone shine through in all its glory. he 
new modern eep C -shaped nec  profile feels 
just right in your hand while the narrow-tall frets 
ma e it easy to bend strings accurately and play 
perfectly intonated chords.
 

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional tratocaster  hawbuc er is 
the latest form of electric inspiration from Fender. 

tep up and sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06   6  Ash 

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

atin rethane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane ead-
stoc  Face osewood  atin rethane Finish on ac  loss 

rethane Finish on Front Maple

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:
2-Point ynchroni ed remolo with ent teel addles and Pop-In 

remolo Arm

Pickguard: -Ply Mint reen 00  06  -Ply Parchment 0    6

Pickups:
hawbuc er  1 ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil trat Middle  -Mod 
ingle-Coil trat ec

Pickup Switching:

-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and 
Middle Pic up  Position . Middle Pic up  Position . Middle and 

ec  Pic up  Position . ec  Pic up

Special Electronics: ual 2 0 00  olume Potentiometer

Controls:
Master olume with reble- leed  one 1. ec Middle Pic ups  
one 2. ridge Pic up

Control Knobs: Aged hite Plastic

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Stratocaster® HSS Shawbucker

Part # Description UPC Code

011 0 0 00 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  osewood Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2 0

011 0 0 06 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  osewood Fingerboard  lac 2

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

ften copied  but never surpassed  the 
tratocaster is arguably the world s most-loved 

electric guitar. lectrifying the music world 
since its debut in 1  its natural  versatile 
sound made the tratocaster the benchmar  
for e ceptional guitar tones. he American 
Professional tratocaster isn t a re-imagining 
of the classic design  it s the authentic original 
model  evolved.

he choice of musical legends since its release  
the tratocaster feel and sound set the world on 
fire  powering music movements from electric 
blues to M  and everything in-between. In 
your hands this trat is ready to navigate the 
creative twists and turns of your music  inspiring 
you to e press yourself in new ways through your 
playing.

eveloped by pic up master im haw  the 
brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are voiced 
specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. etain high 
end clarity when adjusting the volume controls  
than s to the new treble-bleed tone circuit that 
lets your tone shine through in all its glory. he 
new modern eep C -shaped nec  profile feels 
just right in your hand while the narrow-tall frets 
ma e it easy to bend strings accurately and play 
perfectly intonated chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional tratocaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06   6  Ash 

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:
2-Point ynchroni ed remolo with ent teel addles and Pop-In

remolo Arm

Pickguard:
-Ply lac  6  -Ply Mint reen 00  06  -Ply Parchment
0   

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil trat ridge Middle ec

Pickup Switching:

-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
Middle Pic up  Position . Middle Pic up  Position . Middle and

ec  Pic up  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls:
Master olume with reble- leed  one 1. ec  and Middle Pic -
ups  one 2. ridge Pic up

Control Knobs: Aged hite Plastic

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Stratocaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 010 00 American Pro tratocaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2  1 .  .00

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Part # Description UPC Code

011 0 0 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  osewood Fingerboard  ienna unburst 2 11

011 0 0 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  osewood Fingerboard  onic ray 102

011 0 0 6 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  osewood Fingerboard  Anti ue live 6 0

011 0 2 00 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  Maple Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2 2

011 0 2 0 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  Maple Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 2

011 0 2 06 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  Maple Fingerboard  lac 2

011 0 2 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  Maple Fingerboard  ienna unburst 2

011 0 2 6 American Pro tratocaster   hawbuc er  Maple Fingerboard  Anti ue live 6606
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2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES PRODUCT DETAILS

STRATOCASTER® 

LEFTHAND 

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

ften copied  but never surpassed  the 
tratocaster is arguably the world s most-loved 

electric guitar. lectrifying the music world 
since its debut in 1  its natural  versatile 
sound made the tratocaster the benchmar  
for e ceptional guitar tones. he American 
Professional tratocaster eft- and isn t a re-
imagining of the classic design  it s the authentic 
original model  evolved.
 

he choice of musical legends since its release  
the tratocaster feel and sound set the world on 
fire  powering music movements from electric 
blues to M  and everything in-between. In 
your hands this trat is ready to navigate the 
creative twists and turns of your music  inspiring 
you to e press yourself in new ways through your 
playing.
 

eveloped by pic up master im haw  the 
brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are voiced 
specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. etain high 
end clarity when adjusting the volume controls  
than s to the new treble-bleed tone circuit that 
lets your tone shine through in all its glory. he 
new eep C -shaped nec  profile feels just right 
in your hand while the narrow-tall frets ma e it 
easy to bend strings accurately and play perfectly 
intonated chords.
 

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional tratocaster eft- and is the latest 
form of electric inspiration from Fender. tep up 
and sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:
2-Point ynchroni ed remolo with ent teel addles and Pop-In 

remolo Arm

Pickguard: -Ply Mint reen 00  06  -Ply Parchment 0

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil trat ridge Middle ec

Pickup Switching:

-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and 
Middle Pic up  Position . Middle Pic up  Position . Middle and 

ec  Pic up  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls:
Master olume with reble- leed  one 1. ec Middle Pic ups  
one 2. ridge Pic up

Control Knobs: Aged hite Plastic

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Stratocaster® Left-Hand

Part # Description UPC Code

011 0 0 00 American Pro tratocaster  eft- and  osewood Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2

011 0 0 0 American Pro tratocaster  eft- and  osewood Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 2

011 0 0 06 American Pro tratocaster  eft- and  osewood Fingerboard  lac 2 6

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06    Ash 0  21   0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern � Ashtray �
ridge Cover

Pickguard:
1-Ply lac  0  -Ply lac  21   -Ply Mint reen 0

0  06  -Ply Parchment 00   

Pickups:
-Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil elecast-

er ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 060 00 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 02  1 .  .00

011 060 0 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 000  1 .  .00

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Part # Description UPC Code

011 0 2 00 American Pro tratocaster  eft- and  Maple Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2

011 0 2 0 American Pro tratocaster  eft- and  Maple Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 0

011 0 2 06 American Pro tratocaster  eft- and  Maple Fingerboard  lac 2 6
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2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES PRODUCT DETAILS

TELECASTER®

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06    Ash 0  21   0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass 
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern � Ashtray � 
ridge Cover

Pickguard:
1-Ply lac  0  -Ply lac  21   -Ply Mint reen 0  

0  06  -Ply Parchment 00   

Pickups:
-Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil elecast-

er ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and 
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster®

Part # Description UPC Code

011 060 00 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2 02

011 060 0 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 000

011 060 21 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  atural 2 0 1

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

ften copied  but never surpassed  the 
tratocaster is arguably the world s most-loved 

electric guitar. lectrifying the music world 
since its debut in 1  its natural  versatile 
sound made the tratocaster the benchmar  
for e ceptional guitar tones. he American 
Professional tratocaster isn t a re-imagining 
of the classic design  it s the authentic original 
model  evolved.

he choice of musical legends since its release  
the tratocaster feel and sound set the world on 
fire  powering music movements from electric 
blues to M  and everything in-between. In 
your hands this trat is ready to navigate the 
creative twists and turns of your music  inspiring 
you to e press yourself in new ways through your 
playing.

eveloped by pic up master im haw  the 
brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are voiced 
specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. etain high 
end clarity when adjusting the volume controls  
than s to the new treble-bleed tone circuit that 
lets your tone shine through in all its glory. he 
new modern eep C -shaped nec  profile feels 
just right in your hand while the narrow-tall frets 
ma e it easy to bend strings accurately and play 
perfectly intonated chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional tratocaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06   6  Ash 

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:
2-Point ynchroni ed remolo with ent teel addles and Pop-In

remolo Arm

Pickguard:
-Ply lac  6  -Ply Mint reen 00  06  -Ply Parchment
0   

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil trat ridge Middle ec

Pickup Switching:

-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
Middle Pic up  Position . Middle Pic up  Position . Middle and

ec  Pic up  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls:
Master olume with reble- leed  one 1. ec  and Middle Pic -
ups  one 2. ridge Pic up

Control Knobs: Aged hite Plastic

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Stratocaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 010 00 American Pro tratocaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2  1 .  .00

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Part # Description UPC Code

011 060 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  Crimson ed ransparent 6620

011 060 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  onic ray 126

011 062 00 American Pro elecaster  Maple Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2 0

011 062 0 American Pro elecaster  Maple Fingerboard  2-Color unburst 66

011 062 06 American Pro elecaster  Maple Fingerboard  lac 2 062

011 062 21 American Pro elecaster  Maple Fingerboard  atural 2 0 6

011 062 0 American Pro elecaster  Maple Fingerboard  utterscotch londe 2 0

011 062 American Pro elecaster  Maple Fingerboard  Mystic eafoam 66
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2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES PRODUCT DETAILS

TELECASTER® DELUXE  
SHAWBUCKER™ 

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

In the late 60s and early 0s guitarists wanted 
hum-free tone based on the sound of an amp 
about to blow up. ou as ed so we listened and 
created the elecaster elu e in 1 . oday s 
version  the American Professional elecaster 

elu e haw uc er  brings modern  player-
oriented features to the stage and studio  and can 
still ma e an amp si le without brea ing a sweat.
 

ith its e ible sound and vintage-voiced 
pic ups  the elecaster elu e adds a touch of 
girth to the traditional elecaster twang and bite. 
From pop and pun  to the most brutal modern 
metal  the elecaster elu e has powered 
countless recordings and infinite stages  creating 
the music we love.
 

he pair of warm  rich-sounding haw uc er 
humbuc ing pic ups are voiced specifically for 
each position  producing powerful  nuanced tones 
with original Fender sonic A. etain high 
end clarity when adjusting the volume controls  
than s to the new treble-bleed tone circuit that 
lets your tone shine through in all its glory. he 
new modern eep C -shaped nec  profile feels 
just right in your hand while the narrow-tall frets 
ma e it easy to bend strings accurately and play 
perfectly intonated chords.
 

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster elu e haw uc er is 
the latest form of electric inspiration from Fender. 

tep up and sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  06   Ash 21

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:
6- addle trings- hrough- ody trat ardtail with ent teel 

addles

Pickguard: -Ply lac  00  06  21  -Ply Parchment 

Pickups: hawbuc er  2  ridge  hawbuc er  1  ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position oggle  p  ec  Pic up  Middle  ridge and ec  Pic -

ups  own  ridge Pic up

Controls:
olume 1. ec  Pic up w  reble leed  one 1. ec  Pic up  
olume 2. ridge Pic up w  reble leed  one 2. ridge Pic up

Control Knobs: irted Amp nobs

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Telecaster® Deluxe ShawBucker™

Part # Description UPC Code

011 0 0 00 American Pro elecaster  elu e hawbuc er  osewood Fingerboard  -Color unburst 666

011 0 0 American Pro elecaster  elu e hawbuc er  osewood Fingerboard  onic ray 1

011 0 2 06 American Pro elecaster  elu e hawbuc er  Maple Fingerboard  lac 66

011 0 2 21 American Pro elecaster  elu e hawbuc er  Maple Fingerboard  atural 2 1

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06    Ash 0  21   0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern � Ashtray �
ridge Cover

Pickguard:
1-Ply lac  0  -Ply lac  21   -Ply Mint reen 0

0  06  -Ply Parchment 00   

Pickups:
-Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil elecast-

er ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 060 00 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 02  1 .  .00

011 060 0 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 000  1 .  .00

40 41



2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES PRODUCT DETAILS

TELECASTER®

LEFTHAND 

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.
 

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.
 

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  06  Ash 0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish: loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac

Fingerboard: Maple  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass 
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern Ashtray  
ridge Cover

Pickguard: 1-Ply lac  0  -Ply Mint reen 06  -Ply Parchment 00

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and 
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster® Left-Hand

Part # Description UPC Code

011 0 2 00 American Pro elecaster  eft- and  Maple Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2 1

011 0 2 06 American Pro elecaster  eft- and  Maple Fingerboard  lac 2 1 0

011 0 2 0 American Pro elecaster  eft- and  Maple Fingerboard  utterscotch londe 66 1

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06    Ash 0  21   0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern � Ashtray �
ridge Cover

Pickguard:
1-Ply lac  0  -Ply lac  21   -Ply Mint reen 0

0  06  -Ply Parchment 00   

Pickups:
-Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil elecast-

er ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 060 00 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 02  1 .  .00

011 060 0 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 000  1 .  .00

42 43



2017 AMERICAN PRO SERIES PRODUCT DETAILS

JAZZMASTER® 

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

riginally intended for sophisticated ja  
guitarists  the a master was uic ly embraced 
by musicians attracted to its left-of-center loo s 
and fat sound. A direct descendent of the guitar 
that powered underground music from the 
late- 60s to today  the American Professional 
a master is ready to lend its uni ue sound to 

your playing.
 
An elegant model with e ible electronics and a 
rich voice  the a master s introduction in 1  
mar ed the first time a rosewood fingerboard 
was used on a Fender instrument. han s to 
its effortless playing feel and ergonomic offset-
waist body  the a master has powered infinite 
musical genres  including surf roc  gospel  new 
wave and indie roc  among others.
 

eveloped by longtime pic up guru Michael 
Fran  creator of the renowned ric ohnson 

ignature tratocaster  Pic ups  the brand-new 
-Mod a master pic ups ic  out hot  vintage-

inspired tone with plenty of punch and definition. 
etain high end clarity when adjusting the 

volume controls  than s to the new treble-bleed 
tone circuit. he new modern eep C -shaped 
nec  profile feels just right in your hand while 
the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend strings 
accurately and play perfectly intonated chords. 

he improved tremolo and bridge incorporate a 
screw-in arm and brass Mustang saddles that 
stabili e the strings while adding a touch of sonic 
ip to your tone.

 
he best of yesterday and today  the American 

Professional a master is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

.  inch adius a master aguar ridge with intage- tyle 
Floating remolo with remolo oc  utton and crew-in remolo 
Arm

Pickguard:
-Ply lac  0  -Ply Mint reen 00   -Ply Parchment 

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil a master ridge ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position oggle  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge And 
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: hite itch at

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Jazzmaster®

Part # Description UPC Code

011 0 0 00 American Pro a master  osewood Fingerboard  -Color unburst 66 2

011 0 0 0 American Pro a master  osewood Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 1

011 0 2 American Pro a master  Maple Fingerboard  onic ray 1 0

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Part # Description UPC Code

011 0 2 American Pro a master  Maple Fingerboard  Mystic eafoam 66

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06    Ash 0  21   0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern � Ashtray �
ridge Cover

Pickguard:
1-Ply lac  0  -Ply lac  21   -Ply Mint reen 0

0  06  -Ply Parchment 00   

Pickups:
-Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil elecast-

er ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 060 00 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 02  1 .  .00

011 060 0 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 000  1 .  .00

44 45



2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES PRODUCT DETAILS

JAGUAR® 

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

An eye-catchingly adventurous design an 
e uisite e ercise in chrome  plastic and 
wood the aguar guitar s delightfully off-
ilter aesthetics and uni ue sound made it a 

darling of underground artists from the 0s 
to today. hough it was the pinnacle of guitar 
technology when it was released in 1 62  time 
and technology  marches on so we updated 

the aguar with modern features and materials  
hot-rodding it for today s players. he result  he 
American Professional aguar a dangerous 
instrument with bite.
 

eveloped by Michael Fran  the brand-new 
-Mod aguar pic up design e pands the 

guitar s sonic palette with hot  vintage-informed 
tone delivering plenty of midrange punch and 
definition. etain high end clarity when adjusting 
the volume control  than s to the new treble-bleed 
tone circuit that lets your tone shine through in 
all its glory. he new modern eep C -shaped 
nec  profile feels just right in your hand while 
the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend strings 
accurately and play perfectly intonated chords. 

he improved tremolo and bridge incorporate a 
screw-in arm and brass Mustang saddles that 
stabili e the strings while adding a touch of sonic 
ip to your tone.

 
he best of yesterday and today  the American 

Professional aguar is the latest form of electric 
inspiration from Fender. tep up and sta e your 
claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

atin rethane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane 
eadstoc  Face Maple  atin rethane Finish on ac  loss 
rethane Finish on Front osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2  610 mm

Bridge:

.  inch adius a master aguar ridge with intage- tyle 
Floating remolo with remolo oc  utton and crew-in remolo 
Arm

Pickguard:
-Ply lac  0  6  -Ply Mint reen 00  -Ply Parchment 

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil aguar ridge ec

Pickup Switching:

-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and 
ec  Pic ups In Parallel  Position . ec  Pic up  Position . 
ec  and ridge Pic ups In eries

Special Electronics:
2-Position lide- witch for In ut of Phase hen oth Pic ups are 

n

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: irted Amp nobs

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Jaguar®

Part # Description UPC Code

011 010 00 American Pro aguar  osewood Fingerboard  -Color unburst 6 12

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Part # Description UPC Code

011 010 0 American Pro aguar  osewood Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 20

011 012 American Pro aguar  Maple Fingerboard  onic ray 1

011 012 6 American Pro aguar  Maple Fingerboard  Anti ue live 6 2

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06    Ash 0  21   0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern � Ashtray �
ridge Cover

Pickguard:
1-Ply lac  0  -Ply lac  21   -Ply Mint reen 0

0  06  -Ply Parchment 00   

Pickups:
-Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil elecast-

er ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 060 00 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 02  1 .  .00

011 060 0 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 000  1 .  .00

46 47
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Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

01 610 6 American Pro Precision ass  osewood Fingerboard  
Anti ue live 6  1 .  .00

01 612 00 American Pro Precision ass  Maple Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 2  1 .  .00

01 612 0 American Pro Precision ass  Maple Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 2 1  1 .  .00

01 612 06 American Pro Precision ass  Maple Fingerboard  lac 2 0  1 .  .00

01 612 6 American Pro Precision ass  Maple Fingerboard  Anti ue 
live 6 0  1 .  .00

2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES PRODUCT DETAILS

PRECISION BASS® 

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

ass it s where rhythm meets melody  creating 
a righteous groove that forces you to move with 
it. ithout the Fender Precision ass  the original 
electric bass  dance oors everywhere would 
be empty. As music evolves  our instruments 
change in loc step  the end result is today s 
version of this seminal instrument the American 
Professional Precision ass.
 

he Precision ass was a truly revolutionary 
instrument when it was released in 1 1. ot only 
could bassists finally play with perfect intonation  
they could be heard along with the rest of the 
band. From fun  to roc  hip-hop to reggae  all of 
the music that s enriched our lives began with the 
thunderous Precision ass.
 

eveloped by longtime bass pic up master 
Michael ump  the brand-new -Mod split-coil 
Precision ass pic up uses a carefully selected 
blend of alnico magnet types for balanced tone 
with authentic Fender sonic A. he golden  
6  P ass nec  profile feels just right nestled 
in your hand  becoming one with you  while the 
narrow-tall frets provide a familiar playing feel and 
perfect intonation. Posi e  graphite support 
rods run the length of the nec  adding stability to 
the nec  while resisting warping. he redesigned 
tuning machines use a uted shaft  creating the 
optimum brea  angle over the nut while eeping 
the string windings tight for increased sustain and 
enhanced tuning stability.
 

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional Precision ass is the latest form 
of electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  1 6  C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 20  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.62  1.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender ightweight intage- tyle eys with apered hafts

Scale Length:  6  mm

Bridge: - addle iMass  intage tring- hrough- ody or opload

Pickguard: -Ply Mint reen

Pickups: -Mod plit ingle-Coil

Pickup Switching: A

Controls: Master olume  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A ass 2 0M  P  .0 -.10  auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Precision Bass®

Part # Description UPC Code

01 610 00 American Pro Precision ass  osewood Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2 2

01 610 0 American Pro Precision ass  osewood Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 260

01 610 06 American Pro Precision ass  osewood Fingerboard  lac 2 2

01 610 6 American Pro Precision ass  osewood Fingerboard  Anti ue live 6

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Part # Description UPC Code

01 612 00 American Pro Precision ass  Maple Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2 2

01 612 0 American Pro Precision ass  Maple Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 2 1

01 612 06 American Pro Precision ass  Maple Fingerboard  lac 2 0

01 612 6 American Pro Precision ass  Maple Fingerboard  Anti ue live 6 0
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Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06    Ash 0  21   0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern � Ashtray �
ridge Cover

Pickguard:
1-Ply lac  0  -Ply lac  21   -Ply Mint reen 0

0  06  -Ply Parchment 00   

Pickups:
-Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil elecast-

er ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 060 00 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 02  1 .  .00

011 060 0 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 000  1 .  .00

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

ass it s where rhythm meets melody  creating 
a righteous groove that forces you to move with 
it. ithout the Fender Precision ass  the original 
electric bass  dance oors everywhere would 
be empty. As music evolves  our instruments 
change in loc step  the end result is today s 
version of this seminal instrument the American 
Professional Precision ass .
 

he Precision ass was a truly revolutionary 
instrument when it was released in 1 1. ot only 
could bassists finally play with perfect intonation  
they could be heard along with the rest of the 
band. From fun  to roc  hip-hop to reggae  all of 
the music that s enriched our lives began with the 
thunderous Precision ass.
 

eveloped by longtime bass pic up master 
Michael ump  the brand-new -Mod split-coil 
Precision ass pic up uses a carefully selected 
blend of alnico magnet types for balanced tone 
with authentic Fender sonic A. he golden  
6  P ass nec  profile feels just right nestled 
in your hand  becoming one with you  while the 
narrow-tall frets provide a familiar playing feel and 
perfect intonation. Posi e  graphite support 
rods run the length of the nec  adding stability to 
the nec  while resisting warping. he redesigned 
tuning machines use a uted shaft  creating the 
optimum brea  angle over the nut while eeping 
the string windings tight for increased sustain and 
enhanced tuning stability.
 

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional Precision ass  is the latest form 
of electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  1 6  C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 20  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.  .6 mm

Tuning Machines: Fender F  ight- eight intage-Paddle eys with apered hafts

Scale Length:  6  mm

Bridge:
- tring igh Mass intage M  trings- hrough- ody or 
opload

Pickguard: -Ply Mint reen

Pickups: -Mod plit ingle-Coil

Pickup Switching: A

Controls: Master olume  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A ass 2 0M  P  .0 -.10  auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Precision Bass® V

Part # Description UPC Code

01 6 0 00 American Pro Precision ass   osewood Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2

01 6 0 0 American Pro Precision ass   osewood Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 2

01 6 2 06 American Pro Precision ass   Maple Fingerboard  lac 2 6

01 6 2 6 American Pro Precision ass   Maple Fingerboard  Anti ue live 6 6
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Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06    Ash 0  21   0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern � Ashtray �
ridge Cover

Pickguard:
1-Ply lac  0  -Ply lac  21   -Ply Mint reen 0

0  06  -Ply Parchment 00   

Pickups:
-Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil elecast-

er ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 060 00 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 02  1 .  .00

011 060 0 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 000  1 .  .00

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

ass it s where rhythm meets melody  creating 
a righteous groove that forces you to move with 
it. ithout the Fender Precision ass  the original 
electric bass  dance oors everywhere would 
be empty. As music evolves  our instruments 
change in loc step  the end result is today s 
version of this seminal instrument the American 
Professional Precision ass eft- and.
 

he Precision ass was a truly revolutionary 
instrument when it was released in 1 1. ot only 
could bassists finally play with perfect intonation  
they could be heard along with the rest of the 
band. From fun  to roc  hip-hop to reggae  all of 
the music that s enriched our lives began with the 
thunderous Precision ass.
 

eveloped by longtime bass pic up master 
Michael ump  the brand-new -Mod split-coil 
Precision ass pic up uses a carefully selected 
blend of alnico magnet types for balanced tone 
with authentic Fender sonic A. he golden  
6  P ass nec  profile feels just right nestled 
in your hand  becoming one with you  while the 
narrow-tall frets provide a familiar playing feel and 
perfect intonation. Posi e  graphite support 
rods run the length of the nec  adding stability to 
the nec  while resisting warping. he redesigned 
tuning machines use a uted shaft  creating the 
optimum brea  angle over the nut while eeping 
the string windings tight for increased sustain and 
enhanced tuning stability.
 

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional Precision ass eft- and is the 
latest form of electric inspiration from Fender. 

tep up and sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  1 6  C

Neck Finish:
atin rethane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane ead-

stoc  Face

Fingerboard: osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 20  arrow all

Position Inlays: hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.62  1.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender ightweight intage- tyle eys with apered hafts

Scale Length:  6  mm

Bridge: - addle iMass  intage tring- hrough- ody or opload

Pickguard: -Ply Mint reen

Pickups: -Mod plit ingle-Coil

Pickup Switching: A

Controls: Master olume  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A ass 2 0M  P  .0 -.10  auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Precision Bass® Left-Hand

Part # Description UPC Code

01 620 00 American Pro Precision ass  eft- and  Maple Fingerboard  -Color unburst 2

01 620 0 American Pro Precision ass  eft- and  osewood Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 1

01 620 06 American Pro Precision ass  eft- and  osewood Fingerboard  lac 2 21

2017 AMERICAN PROFESSIONAL SERIES PRODUCT DETAILS

PRECISION BASS®  
LEFTHAND
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Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06    Ash 0  21   0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern � Ashtray �
ridge Cover

Pickguard:
1-Ply lac  0  -Ply lac  21   -Ply Mint reen 0

0  06  -Ply Parchment 00   

Pickups:
-Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil elecast-

er ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 060 00 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 02  1 .  .00

011 060 0 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 000  1 .  .00

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

At Fender  we live and breathe electric 
instruments. e never rest pushing 
craftsmanship to its limits  we design  test 
and endlessly e periment to create the best 
instruments on the planet. he a  ass  
a refinement of concepts first introduced in 
the Precision ass  is the earliest e ample of 
this philosophy in action. volved for today s 
musician  the American Professional a  ass 
combines modern features and materials with 
Fender s craftsmanship and e pertise to produce 
a truly contemporary bass.

peedy  powerful and articulate  the a  ass 
uic ly carved out a niche for itself when it was 

released in 1 60. he slim  ultra-fast nec  and 
slic  offset-waist styling made it a favorite of 
bassists everywhere. Fun  fusion  disco and  
of course  modern roc  all owe a life debt to the 
fantastically versatile a  ass.

eveloped by pic up master Michael ump  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil a  ass 
pic ups use a carefully selected blend of alnico 
magnet types for balanced tone with authentic 
Fender sonic A. esigned for comfort and 
performance  the slim modern C -shaped nec  
profile feels just right nestled in your hand  
becoming one with you  while the narrow-tall 
frets provide a familiar playing feel and perfect 
intonation. Posi e  graphite support rods run 
the length of the nec  adding stability to the nec  
while resisting warping. he redesigned tuning 
machines use a uted shaft  creating the optimum 
brea  angle over the nut while eeping the string 
windings tight for increased sustain and enhanced 
tuning stability.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional a  ass is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  lim C

Neck Finish:

atin rethane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane ead-
stoc  Face osewood  atin rethane Finish on ac  loss 

rethane Finish on Front Maple

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 20  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.  .1 mm

Tuning Machines: Fender ightweight intage- tyle eys with apered hafts

Scale Length:  6  mm

Bridge: - addle iMass  intage tring- hrough- ody or opload

Pickguard: -Ply Mint reen 00  0  06  -Ply Parchment 

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil a  ass ridge ec

Pickup Switching: A

Controls: olume 1. Middle Pic up  olume 2. ridge Pic up  Master one

Control Knobs: intage tyle lac  Plastic a  ass

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A ass 2 0M  P  .0 -.10  auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Jazz Bass®

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Part # Description UPC Code

01 00 00 American Pro a  ass  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 6

01 00 0 American Pro a  ass  osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2

01 00 06 American Pro a  ass  osewood Fingerboard  lac 2 0

01 00 American Pro a  ass  osewood Fingerboard  onic 
ray 16

01 02 00 American Pro a  ass  Maple Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 06

01 02 0 American Pro a  ass  Maple Fingerboard  lympic hite 2 1

01 02 06 American Pro a  ass  Maple Fingerboard  lac 2 20

01 02 American Pro a  ass  Maple Fingerboard  onic ray 1 1
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Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06    Ash 0  21   0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern � Ashtray �
ridge Cover

Pickguard:
1-Ply lac  0  -Ply lac  21   -Ply Mint reen 0

0  06  -Ply Parchment 00   

Pickups:
-Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil elecast-

er ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 060 00 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 02  1 .  .00

011 060 0 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 000  1 .  .00

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

At Fender  we live and breathe electric 
instruments. e never rest pushing 
craftsmanship to its limits  we design  test 
and endlessly e periment to create the best 
instruments on the planet. he a  ass  
a refinement of concepts first introduced in 
the Precision ass  is the earliest e ample of 
this philosophy in action. volved for today s 
musician  the American Professional a  ass 

 combines modern features and materials with 
Fender s craftsmanship and e pertise to produce 
a truly contemporary bass.

peedy  powerful and articulate  the a  ass 
uic ly carved out a niche for itself when it was 

released in 1 60. he slim  ultra-fast nec  and 
slic  offset-waist styling made it a favorite of 
bassists everywhere. Fun  fusion  disco and  
of course  modern roc  all owe a life debt to the 
fantastically versatile a  ass.

eveloped by pic up master Michael ump  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil a  ass 
pic ups use a carefully selected blend of alnico 
magnet types for balanced tone with authentic 
Fender sonic A. esigned for comfort and 
performance  the slim modern C -shaped nec  
profile feels just right nestled in your hand  
becoming one with you  while the narrow-tall 
frets provide a familiar playing feel and perfect 
intonation. Posi e  graphite support rods run 
the length of the nec  adding stability to the nec  
while resisting warping. he redesigned tuning 
machines use a uted shaft  creating the optimum 
brea  angle over the nut while eeping the string 
windings tight for increased sustain and enhanced 
tuning stability.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional a  ass  is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  lim C

Neck Finish:

atin rethane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane ead-
stoc  Face osewood  atin rethane Finish on ac  loss 

rethane Finish on Front Maple

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 20  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.  .6 mm

Tuning Machines: Fender ightweight intage- tyle eys with apered hafts

Scale Length:  6  mm

Bridge:
- tring igh Mass intage M  trings- hrough- ody or
opload

Pickguard: -Ply Mint reen 00  0  06  -Ply Parchment 

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil a  ass ridge ec

Pickup Switching: A

Controls: olume 1. ec  Pic up  olume 2. ridge Pic up  Master one

Control Knobs: intage tyle lac  Plastic a  ass

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A P  auges .  - .12

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Jazz Bass® V

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Part # Description UPC Code

01 0 00 American Pro a  ass   osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 1

01 0 0 American Pro a  ass   osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 6

01 2 06 American Pro a  ass   Maple Fingerboard  lac 11 2

01 2 American Pro a  ass   Maple Fingerboard  onic ray 1
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Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06    Ash 0  21   0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern � Ashtray �
ridge Cover

Pickguard:
1-Ply lac  0  -Ply lac  21   -Ply Mint reen 0

0  06  -Ply Parchment 00   

Pickups:
-Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil elecast-

er ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 060 00 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 02  1 .  .00

011 060 0 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 000  1 .  .00

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

At Fender  we live and breathe electric 
instruments. e never rest pushing 
craftsmanship to its limits  we design  test 
and endlessly e periment to create the best 
instruments on the planet. he a  ass  
a refinement of concepts first introduced in 
the Precision ass  is the earliest e ample of 
this philosophy in action. volved for today s 
musician  the American Professional a  ass 
Fretless combines modern features and materials 
with Fender s craftsmanship and e pertise to 
produce a truly contemporary bass.

peedy  powerful and articulate  the a  ass 
uic ly carved out a niche for itself when it was 

released in 1 60. he slim  ultra-fast nec  and 
slic  offset-waist styling made it a favorite of 
bassists everywhere. Fun  fusion  disco and  
of course  modern roc  all owe a life debt to the 
fantastically versatile a  ass.

eveloped by pic up master Michael ump  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil a  ass 
pic ups use a carefully selected blend of alnico 
magnet types for balanced tone with authentic 
Fender sonic A. esigned for comfort and 
performance  the slim modern C -shaped nec  
profile feels just right nestled in your hand  
becoming one with you  while the narrow-tall 
frets provide a familiar playing feel and perfect 
intonation. Posi e  graphite support rods run 
the length of the nec  adding stability to the nec  
while resisting warping. he redesigned tuning 
machines use a uted shaft  creating the optimum 
brea  angle over the nut while eeping the string 
windings tight for increased sustain and enhanced 
tuning stability.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional a  ass Fretless is the latest form 
of electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  lim C

Neck Finish:
atin rethane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane ead-

stoc  Face

Fingerboard: osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: Fretless  arrow all

Position Inlays: hite ine Fret Mar ers osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.  .1 mm

Tuning Machines: Fender ightweight intage- tyle eys with apered hafts

Scale Length:  6  mm

Bridge: - addle iMass  intage tring- hrough- ody or opload

Pickguard: -Ply Mint reen 00  06  -Ply Parchment 

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil a  ass ridge ec

Pickup Switching: A

Controls: olume 1. ridge Pic up  olume 2. ec  Pic up  Master one

Control Knobs: intage tyle lac  Plastic a  ass

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings:
Fender  A ass 0 0  tainless teel Flatwound  .0  .060
.0 0  .100 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Jazz Bass® Fretless

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Part # Description UPC Code

01 100 00 American Pro a  ass  Fretless  osewood Fingerboard  
-Color unburst 2 2

01 100 06 American Pro a  ass  Fretless  osewood Fingerboard  
lac 2

01 100 American Pro a  ass  Fretless  osewood Fingerboard  
onic ray 201
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Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Fender is guided by one clear  simple directive  
ma e life better for musicians. hile the original 
elecaster certainly did that and then some  we 

weren t content to rest on our laurels. ur team 
of mad scientists e amined every component 
in near-microscopic detail. If we were able 
to improve it with a new design or modern 
materials we did  if it didn t need improvement  
we left it alone. hen the wood chips and solder 
fumes settled  what was left was the American 
Professional elecaster everything you need to 
play your best.

eveloped by vintage pic up master im haw  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil pic ups are 
voiced specifically for each position  mi ing alnico 
magnet types to produce powerful  nuanced 
tones with original Fender sonic A. he 
newly redesigned elecaster bridge sports three 
compensated brass barrel saddles for the perfect 
combination of vintage style with modern feel 
and performance. etain high end clarity when 
adjusting the volume controls  than s to the new 
treble-bleed tone circuit that lets your tone shine 
through in all its glory. he new modern eep C -
shaped nec  profile feels just right in your hand 
while the narrow-tall frets ma e it easy to bend 
strings accurately and play perfectly intonated 
chords.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional elecaster is the latest form of 
electric inspiration from Fender. tep up and 
sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder 00  0  06    Ash 0  21   0

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  Modern eep C

Neck Finish:

loss rethane Front  atin rethane ac  Maple  atin re-
thane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane eadstoc  Face 

osewood

Fingerboard: Maple or osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 22  arrow all

Position Inlays: lac  ot Maple  hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.6  2.  mm

Tuning Machines: Fender tandard Cast ealed taggered

Scale Length: 2 .  6  mm

Bridge:

- addle  trings- hrough- ody ele with Compensated rass
addles  6 screw mounting with removable modern � Ashtray �
ridge Cover

Pickguard:
1-Ply lac  0  -Ply lac  21   -Ply Mint reen 0

0  06  -Ply Parchment 00   

Pickups:
-Mod ingle-Coil elecaster ridge  -Mod ingle-Coil elecast-

er ec

Pickup Switching:
-Position lade  Position 1. ridge Pic up  Position 2. ridge and
ec  Pic ups  Position . ec  Pic up

Controls: Master olume with reble- leed  Master one

Control Knobs: nurled Flat- op

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A 2 0  P  .00 -.0 2 auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Pro Telecaster®

Part # Description UPC Code Advertised Price NET

011 060 00 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  -Color 
unburst 2 02  1 .  .00

011 060 0 American Pro elecaster  osewood Fingerboard  lympic 
hite 2 000  1 .  .00

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

At Fender  we live and breathe electric 
instruments. e never rest pushing 
craftsmanship to its limits  we design  test 
and endlessly e periment to create the best 
instruments on the planet. he a  ass  
a refinement of concepts first introduced in 
the Precision ass  is the earliest e ample of 
this philosophy in action. volved for today s 
musician  the American Professional a  

ass eft- and combines modern features 
and materials with Fender s craftsmanship and 
e pertise to produce a truly contemporary bass.

peedy  powerful and articulate  the a  ass 
uic ly carved out a niche for itself when it was 

released in 1 60. he slim  ultra-fast nec  and 
slic  offset-waist styling made it a favorite of 
bassists everywhere. Fun  fusion  disco and  
of course  modern roc  all owe a life debt to the 
fantastically versatile a  ass.

eveloped by pic up master Michael ump  
the brand-new -Mod single-coil a  ass 
pic ups use a carefully selected blend of alnico 
magnet types for balanced tone with authentic 
Fender sonic A. esigned for comfort and 
performance  the slim modern C -shaped nec  
profile feels just right nestled in your hand  
becoming one with you  while the narrow-tall 
frets provide a familiar playing feel and perfect 
intonation. Posi e  graphite support rods run 
the length of the nec  adding stability to the nec  
while resisting warping. he redesigned tuning 
machines use a uted shaft  creating the optimum 
brea  angle over the nut while eeping the string 
windings tight for increased sustain and enhanced 
tuning stability.

he best of yesterday and today  the American 
Professional a  ass eft- and is the latest 
form of electric inspiration from Fender. tep up 
and sta e your claim to a legend.

Series: American Pro

Body Material: Alder

Body Finish: loss Polyurethane

Neck: Maple  lim C

Neck Finish:
atin rethane Finish on ac  of ec  with loss rethane ead-

stoc  Face

Fingerboard: osewood  .  2 1 mm

Frets: 20  arrow all

Position Inlays: hite ot osewood

Nut (Material/Width): one  1.  .1 mm

Tuning Machines: Fender ightweight intage- tyle eys with apered hafts

Scale Length:  6  mm

Bridge: - addle iMass  intage tring- hrough- ody or opload

Pickguard: -Ply Mint reen 00  06  -Ply Parchment 

Pickups: -Mod ingle-Coil a  ass ridge ec

Pickup Switching: A

Controls: olume 1. Middle Pic up  olume 2. ridge Pic up  Master one

Control Knobs: intage tyle lac  Plastic a  ass

Hardware Finish: ic el Chrome

Strings: Fender  A ass 2 0M  P  .0 -.10  auges

Case/Gig Bag: lite Molded Case

American Professional Jazz Bass® Left-Hand

Confidential dealer-only pricing information.  Prices and specifications subject to change without notice. � 2016 FMIC. All rights reserved

Part # Description UPC Code

01 20 00 American Pro a  ass  eft- and  osewood Fingerboard  
-Color unburst 2

01 20 06 American Pro a  ass  eft- and  osewood Fingerboard  
lac 2

01 20 American Pro a  ass  eft- and  osewood Fingerboard  
onic ray 1
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